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EXCAVATOR BUCKETS
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ADDITIONAL SERVICE OPTIONS
All buckets can be supplied with bolt-on reversible cutting edges in place of the teeth. 
This is becoming increasingly important to utility contractors working on cabling jobs. 
The blade helps to maximise the life of the bucket thereby saving you money!   
All blades are manufactured in house, and can be adapted to your specific requirements.

•  We can offer bespoke branding option for buckets if required –  
 Buckets can be branded with the machine manufacturer logo etc 
•  Buckets can be fleet numbered if required 
 Please ask the sales team for further details. 
 Call us: 08453 840 840  or visit www.rhinoxbuckets.com

The Rhinox compact range of 
buckets has been designed 
and developed to meet the  
requirements of plant hire
and groundwork companies.

Using hi-tech CAD design software we have worked to 

optimise strength and durability whilst applying state of 

the art manufacturing techniques to keep costs as low 

as possible. 

•  Heavy duty bossed hanger brackets to ensure maximum strength and  
 wear resistance where the bucket mounts to the machine 

•  Bolt-on teeth and side cutters to allow for easy replacement when
 worn out

• Wear strips to rear of bucket to prevent the bucket shell wearing out

•  Heavy duty bucket sides

•  Teeth have Lifetime Guarantee

KEY FEATURES ARE

0.75-8 TON



FRONT VIEWTECHNICAL DRAWING

REAR VIEW

SIDE VIEW

To download a technical data sheet visit:
www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads
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MICRO DIGGING BUCKET
0 SERIES

1.5 TON DIGGING BUCKET
1 SERIES

3 TON DIGGING BUCKET
3 SERIES

The 0 Series Digging Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 0.75 ton weight range.

These buckets are fitted with twin strap replaceable 
bucket teeth.

Dummy pins can also be supplied if required.

The 1 Series Digging Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 1 ton to 1.8 ton weight range.

These buckets are fitted with the popular Kubota Style 
tooth and sidecutter. These provide excellent wear 
resistance, and can be easily replaced when worn.

Dummy pins can also be supplied if required.

The 3 Series Digging Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 2 ton to 3.5 ton weight range.

These buckets are fitted with the popular Kubota Style 
tooth and sidecutter. These provide excellent wear 
resistance, and can be easily replaced when worn.

Dummy pins can also be supplied if required.

0.75
TON

1.5
TON

3
TON

Suitable for 0.75 ton excavators Suitable for 1-1.8 ton excavators Suitable for 2-3.5 ton excavators

EXCAVATOR BUCKETS
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Heavy duty bossed 
hanger design

Side cutters for extra 
wear resistance

Bucket tapers to  
allow easier ejection  
of material



0.75-8 TON

5 TON DIGGING BUCKET
5 SERIES

JCB 3CX DIGGING BUCKET
5B SERIES

8 TON DIGGING BUCKET
8 SERIES

The 5 Series Digging Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 4.5 ton to 6 ton weight range.

These buckets are fitted with the popular JCB Style 
tooth and sidecutter. These provide excellent wear 
resistance, and can be easily replaced when worn.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

The 5B Series Digging Bucket range is designed for 
machines using the JCB 3CX style pickup/quickhitch.

These buckets are fitted with the popular JCB Style 
tooth and sidecutter. These provide excellent wear 
resistance, and can be easily replaced when worn.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

The 8 Series Digging Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 7 ton to 9 ton weight range.

These buckets are fitted with the popular JCB Style 
tooth and sidecutter. These provide excellent wear 
resistance, and can be easily replaced when worn.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

5
TON

5
TON

8
TON

Suitable for 4.5-6 ton excavators Suitable for excavators using JCB 3CX Pickup Suitable for 7-9 ton excavators
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All buckets fitted with 
bolt-on replaceable 
bucket teeth

Bolt-on dummy pins 
come as standard  
(This applies to all the 
buckets on page 9)

Leading edge of bucket 
profiled from thicker 
steel for added wear 
resistance

   To Download CAD Technical Data Sheet please visit:
    www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads



MICRO GRADING BUCKET
0 SERIES

1.5 TON GRADING BUCKET
1 SERIES

3 TON GRADING BUCKET
3 SERIES

The 0 Series Grading Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 0.75 ton weight range.

These buckets have a centre rib to maximise the 
strength of the bucket.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

The 1 Series Grading Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 1 ton to 1.8 ton weight range.

These buckets have a centre rib to maximise the 
strength of the bucket.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

The 3 Series Grading Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 2 ton to 3.5 ton weight range.

These buckets have a centre rib to maximise the 
strength of the bucket. The lip plate is drilled to  
accept a bolt-on cutting edge, which can be  
supplied separately if required.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

0.75
TON

1.5
TON

3
TON

Suitable for 0.75 ton excavators Suitable for 1-1.8 ton excavators Suitable for 2-3.5 ton excavators
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Centre support rib for 
added strength

Heavy duty bossed 
hangers

Wear edges heat treated 
to 250HB as standard

GRADING BUCKETS



0.75-8 TON

5 TON GRADING BUCKET
5 SERIES

JCB 3CX GRADING BUCKET
5B SERIES

8 TON GRADING BUCKET
8 SERIES

The 5 Series Grading Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 4.5 ton to 6 ton weight range.

These buckets have a centre rib to maximise the 
strength of the bucket. The lip plate is drilled to 
accept a bolt-on cutting edge, which can be  
supplied separately if required.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

The 5B Series Grading Bucket range is designed for 
machines using the JCB 3CX style pickup/quickhitch.

These buckets have a centre rib to maximise the 
strength of the bucket. The lip plate is drilled to 
accept a bolt-on cutting edge, which can be  
supplied separately if required.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

The 8 Series Grading Bucket range is designed for 
machines in the 7 ton to 9 ton weight range.

These buckets have a centre rib to maximise  
the strength of the bucket. The lip plate is drilled to 
accept a bolt-on cutting edge, which can be supplied 
separately if required.

Dummy pins are supplied in all buckets as standard.

5
TON

5
TON

8
TON

Suitable for 4.5-6 ton excavators Suitable for excavators using JCB 3CX Pickup Suitable for 7-9 ton excavators
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Bolt-on dummy pins 
come as standard  
(This applies to all the 
buckets on page 9)

Lip plate drilled to accept 
bolt-on wear blade
(This applies to the 3 ton, 5 ton, 
3CX and 8 ton buckets)

   To Download CAD Technical Data Sheet please visit:
    www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads



EXCAVATOR BUCKETS
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ADDITIONAL SERVICE OPTIONS
All buckets can be fitted with blades welded across the bucket teeth. Grading buckets 
are available with bolt-on wear edges to give added wear protection to the bucket. All 
blades are manufactured in house, and can be adapted to your specific requirements.

•  We can offer bespoke branding option for buckets if required –  
 Buckets can be branded with the machine manufacturer logo etc 
•  Buckets can be fleet numbered if required 
 Please ask the sales team for further details. 
 Call us: 08453 840 840  or visit www.rhinoxbuckets.com

The Rhinox Bucket range covers 
buckets for excavators from 13 
ton to 21 ton.
We have built on our extensive experience in the plant 

industry, together with feedback from our customers, to 

deliver a bucket that is built to work. Using hi-tech CAD 

imaging software we have worked to optimise strength 

and durability whilst applying state of the art manufacturing 

techniques to keep costs as low  as possible. 

•  All buckets supplied with bolted in pins

•  Heavy duty bucket teeth (with Lifetime Guarantee)

• Heavy duty wear straps to rear of bucket

•  Lip plate heat treated to 400HB for maximum wear resistance

•  Extra wear protection to front edge of bucket for additional 
 wear resistance

KEY FEATURES ARE

13-21 TON



FRONT VIEWTECHNICAL DRAWING

REAR VIEW

SIDE VIEW

To download a technical data sheet visit:
www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads
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13-21 TON EXCAVATOR BUCKET
12B SERIES
The Rhinox 13-21 ton excavator digging buckets are built with durability in mind.  
Using high strength steel together with precision profiling and fabrication gives 
optimum wear resistance and strength.

Suitable for 13 to 21 ton excavators

Added side protection 
protects leading edge 
of bucket

Wear straps to rear of 
bucket prevent wear 
to the bucket shell

All buckets supplied with 
bolted in dummy pins. These 
are replaceable if they wear

Heavy duty construction 
provides maximum wear 
resistance Heavy duty bucket  

teeth (with Lifetime  
guarantee)

Our in-house engineers can weld a cutting  
edge across the teeth if this option is required.

All lip plates are heat  
treated to 400HB for  
superior wear resistance

Page 14

EXCAVATOR BUCKETS



13-21 TON

13-21 TON GRADING BUCKET
12B SERIES

FRONT VIEW

REAR VIEW

SIDE VIEW

The Rhinox 13-21 ton grading buckets include high strength steel cutting  
edges and the ability to add extra wear protection to increase the working life  
of the bucket.

Suitable for 13 to 21 ton excavators

13
TON

21
TON

All buckets supplied with 
bolted in dummy pins. These 
are replaceable if they wear

Centre rib  
for increased  
strength

Cutting edge heat treated  
to 400HB for maximum  
wear resistance Bolt-on cutting edge  

to suit Grading Buckets
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   To Download CAD Technical Data Sheet please visit:
    www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads



TELEHANDLER BUCKETS
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ADDITIONAL SERVICE OPTIONS
•  We can offer bespoke branding option for buckets if required –  
 Buckets can be branded with the machine manufacturer logo etc 
•  Buckets can be fleet numbered if required 

 Please ask the sales team for further details. 
 Call us: 08453 840 840  or visit www.rhinoxbuckets.com

The Rhinox Bucket range is 
compatible with most makes 
and models of telehandler  
including JCB systems and 
Manitou systems.

Using state of the art CAD design software, and modern 

manufacturing techniques, we have designed a telehandler 

bucket to suit the needs of all plant operators.  
 

Rhinox buckets are available from stock to suit the  

most common telehandlers in the market .

•  Heavy duty construction

•  Hardox lip-plate for added wear protection

• Wear strips to underside of bucket for increased wear resistance

•  Bolt-on blades available if required

KEY FEATURES ARE



FRONT VIEWTECHNICAL DRAWING

REAR VIEW

SIDE VIEW
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To download a technical data sheet visit:
www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads

Rehandling Bucket
THB SERIES
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TELEHANDLER BUCKET
THB001
Rhinox telehandler buckets use high strenth steel to increase the wear 
resistance and maximise the lifetime of the bucket.

Suitable for JCB Q-Fit, JCB Compact and Manitou systems
Buckets for other machines available on request.

Front View

Heavy duty precision  
rolled bucket shell

Wear strips to base of bucket to 
increase bucket protection.

Lip Plate drilled to accept bolt-on 
wear blade (available separately).
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TELEHANDLER BUCKETS



Heat treated cutting edge for 
increased wear resistance.

Bucket sides taper to allow buckets to  
stock, keeping storage space to a minimum.

JCB Hanger Design

Rear View

Side View
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   To Download CAD Technical Data Sheet please visit:
    www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads



QUICK HITCH
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ADDITIONAL SERVICE OPTIONS
•  Mix-and-match hitches can be made to order to allow your current buckets  
 to fit a new machine model

 Please ask the sales team for further details. 
 Call us: 08453 840 840  or visit www.rhinoxbuckets.com

Manual Quickhitch for machines 
up to 50mm pin.

The Rhinox Hitch gathers together industry leading design 

following extensive research. Combining strength, durability 

and safety the Rhinox Hitch contains a number of features 

which minimise the risk of any harm being caused during 

operation as well as providing a robust design to maximise 

the lifetime of the hitch.

•  Heavy duty construction

•  Captive safety pin prevents it getting lost or damaged

• Engaging parts are heat treated to 400HB to maximise wear resistance

•  12 month warranty on hitch

KEY FEATURES ARE

* Quickhitch design may differ from images shown, depending on machine it is to fit.



FRONT VIEWTECHNICAL DRAWING

REAR VIEW

SIDE VIEW

To download a technical data sheet visit:
www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads
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Quickhitches available for 
machines on pins from 
25mm up to 50mm diameter

Pivot points greaseable to 
extend the life of the hitch

Page 22

* Quickhitch design may differ from images shown, depending on machine it is to fit.

QUICK HITCH



   To Download CAD Technical Data Sheet please visit:
    www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads

Professional quality 
paint finish

Captive safety pin prevents 
it getting lost

Areas of hitch which engage with bucket 
are heat treated for extra wear resistance

All hitches supplied with long 
handle for easy mounting and 
demounting of buckets
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SPECIALIST ATTACHMENTS
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ADDITIONAL SERVICE OPTIONS
•  We can offer bespoke branding option for buckets if required –  
 Buckets can be branded with the machine manufacturer logo etc 
•  Buckets can be fleet numbered if required 

 Please ask the sales team for further details. 
 Call us: 08453 840 840  or visit www.rhinoxbuckets.com

We have a range of specialist 
attachments available for  
excavators from 3/4 ton  
up to 21 ton.

With in-house manufacturing capability, we can design  

and manufacture specialist attachments including Riddle 

Buckets, Hammer Mounting Brackets, Land Rakes and 

Ripper Teeth to name a few!
 

Attachments can be adapted to suit your specific  

requirements so that you can perform a task as 

efficiently as possible.

•  Riddle Bucket

•  Hammer Mounting Brackets

• Land Rakes

•  Ripper Tooth

BUCKETS



FRONT VIEWTECHNICAL DRAWING

REAR VIEW

SIDE VIEW

To download a technical data sheet visit:
www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads
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RIDDLE BUCKET
We do carry some on stock for popular machines, but can also manufacture 
bespoke riddle buckets to suit your requirements. These buckets are used to 
riddle out soil and hardcore etc to separate larger aggregate from the material 
being sorted. Our standard design has bars running across the bucket, which 
this offers the most efficient riddling action. We can manufacture custom 
buckets with bars running vertically if required.

HAMMER MOUNTING BRACKET
We can manufacture hammer tops or hammer mounting brackets for 
almost every hydraulic breaker on the market. Because of the huge range 
of variations between Hydraulic Breakers, and the machines they are fitted 
on we manufacture all these parts to order. Custom modifications to suit 
specific applications are possible due to these being made to order.

Bars running across for most 
effective riddling action

Gap between the bars can be  
adjusted to suit your requirements

Heavy duty construction

13
TON

5
TON

3
TON

1.5
TON

0.75
TON

21
TON

8
TON

13
TON

5
TON

3
TON

1.5
TON

0.75
TON

21
TON

8
TON
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SPECIALIST ATTACHMENTS



LAND RAKES [NOT ILLUSTATED]
Typically used for clearing waste land of light vegetation, we can offer land 
rakes to suit your application. We carry stock of these to suit some of the 
common machines in the market, but we can also manufacture bespoke 
items to suit your requirements. The length and spacing of the tines can be 
altered to suit specific applications.

13
TON

5
TON

3
TON

1.5
TON

0.75
TON

21
TON

8
TON

RIPPER TOOTH [NOT ILLUSTATED]
Traditionally used to break up and disturb extremely compact ground, we 
can manufacture these items to suit your requirements. With the shank of 
the attachment made from hardened steel you can be sure that this will 
offer long serviceability.

13
TON

5
TON

3
TON

1.5
TON

0.75
TON

21
TON

8
TON
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   To Download CAD Technical Data Sheet please visit:
    www.rhinoxbuckets.com/downloads
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BESPOKE BRANDING & FLEET NUMBERING
Need a bucket 
personalising...
Rhinox have the capability in-house to 
personalise a bucket to your requirements.
 

This includes the ability for buckets to be fitted with custom logo 

plates to reinforce your brand or provide easy identification of 

buckets when on site.
 

Another solution we offer is for buckets to be serial numbered 

or fleet numbered in your preferred format to enable complete 

traceability of your assets.

Call our sales team on 08453 840 840 
for further details on what we can offer.
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Plant numbering on the rear

Logo branding on side of bucket



WHY BUY NEW?
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Rather than  
repair?
Many plant operators may be under the 
impression that it is cheaper to repair old 
buckets than buy new. We believe this to 
be a myth and here’s why!
 

Advances in technology in recent years, including robot 

welding, and laser cutting technology means that the labour 

cost in producing a new bucket has been reduced more than 

ever before.
 

And don’t forget that an old bucket that has been repaired is 

still an old bucket. New buckets are proven to last longer, and 

be stronger, than an old bucket that has been repaired!



Prices will vary, but the above calculation is to give a guide

72” Grading Bucket to suit 13 ton excavator
Old bucket requires new lip plate, teeth and  
adapters, and pins are badly worn.

Cost of lip plate   £160.00

Cost of rear floor section £160.00

Pair of new dummy pins  £85.00

Time to weld into bucket   £40.00 per hour x 6

TOTAL REPAIR COST £645.00 approx

At the end of it you still have an old bucket the rear skin of the  
bucket hasn’t been repaired, and neither have the bucket sides.

18” Bucket to suit 13 ton excavator
Old bucket requires new lip plate, teeth and  
adapters, and pins are badly worn.

Cost of lip plate   £75.00

3 x CAT teeth and adapters   £120.00

Pair of new dummy pins  £85.00

Time to weld lip plate   £40.00 per hour x 6 

Time to weld teeth  £40.00 per hour x 4

TOTAL REPAIR COST £680.00 approx

At the end of it you still have an old bucket the rear skin of the  
bucket hasn’t been repaired, and neither have the bucket sides.

NEW BUCKET COST £680.00 approx NEW BUCKET COST £650.00 approx

CASE STUDY 2CASE STUDY 1
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BUCKET TEETH AND BLADES
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Rhinox GET
The Rhinox GET range of bucket teeth and abrasion 

resistant steel offers something for every application.

Whether you are doing general construction and civil 

engineering, or digging rock in a quarry, our team of 

trained sales engineers are available to advise you  

on your requirements.

The Rhinox GET range covers all common teeth systems 

which use either bolt-on or weld-on  methods. Teeth  

are available in a wide range of styles including general  

purpose teeth, abrasion teeth, rock teeth, penetration 

teeth and many more!

The Rhinox GET range includes teeth to suit all common  
systems on the market including Caterpillar, Komatsu, 
MTG, Esco and many more.



Identification Guide
BUCKET TEETH Use this guide to assist you in identifying the correct teeth for your machine. 

Alternatively call 08453 840840 for one of our sales team help you. 

All measurements must be made in mm

AS2398 DR

1)  Are there any numbers or markings on my tooth?
2)  Is the tooth bolt-on or fitted on with a retaining pin?
 (If bolt-on, go to step 2, otherwise move to step 3)

Bolt-on Teeth
3)  What is the measurement from centre of the front bolt to centre of the back bolt?
4)  What is the thickness of the lip plate?
5)  What size is the bolt?

Tooth and Adapter System
6)  Does the retaining pin fit in horizontally or vertically?
7)  Is the pin and retainer a 2 piece system or 1 piece?
8)  What is the measurement across the inside of the back of the tooth?
9)  Does the tooth push straight on or twist on slightly?
10)  What is the length and diameter of the retaining pin?
11)  Is the back of the tooth straight, curved or have a nib out?
12)  Is the top of the tooth curved or straight across the back?

AS2398 DR

1 2

8

11 11 11

12 12

5

3
4
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BUCKET BLADES AND WEARPARTS
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Rhinox Blades and Wearparts
The Rhinox range includes three grades of abrasion resistant 

steel, from which we can manufacture a wide range of bespoke 

cutting edges and wearblades. Available in either Single Bevel, 

Double Bevel or Square Section, we can supply in sections 

from just 12mm thick up to 40mm thick and 110mm wide up  

to 400mm wide, to suit your specific application.

Rhinox ST250 steel is a medium-duty wear resistant steel suitable 
for use on lighter construction plant and equipment. Hardened to  
250 HB (Harness Brinell) this steel can be easily cut, drilled and 
welded making it a very versatile steel.

Rhinox Ultra400 steel  is an ultra abrasion resistant steel suitable 
for abrasive work environments such as Landfill Sites, Recycling 
Centres, and some less abrasive quarry environments. Heat  
treated to 400 HB (Hardness Brinell) this steel will greatly  
increase the working life of the blade, reducing downtime  
and maintenance costs.

Rhinox Extreme500 represents the ultimate in wear resistance.  
Heat treated to 500HB this steel is recommended for extremely 
abrasive such as mining and quarrying.  Because of its extreme 
hardness this blade is very effective at minimising wear, and  
keeping maintenance costs to a minimum.



Measurement Guide

 

CUTTING EDGE Use this guide to assist you in measuring your cutting edge. 
Alternatively call 08453 840840 to arrange one of 

our sales enginers to visit your machine. 

All measurements must be made in mm

1)
Measure the 

blade thickness 

3)
Measure from the start of 
the blade section to centre 
of of the first bolt hole

4)
Measure from the centre of 
of the first bolt hole to the 
centre of the next

5)
Check the bolt 
diameter and length

2) 
Measure the width and 
length of each section 

of the cutting edge

Length 

W
idth
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Small Wold Farm, North Newbald, 
East Yorkshire, YO43 4TW

Phone: 08453 840 840
Fax: 08453 840 850
Email: sales@rhinoxbuckets.com
Web: www.rhinoxbuckets.com


